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1886, BANNIN BAY, AUSTRALIA.

The Brightwell family has sailed from
England to make their new home in
Western Australia. Ten-year-old Eliza
knows little of what awaits them on
these shores beyond shining pearls and
shells like soup plates.

Ten years later and her father, Charles
Brightwell, now the bay’s most prolific
pearler, goes missing from his ship while
out at sea. Whispers from the townsfolk
suggest mutiny and murder, but
headstrong Eliza refuses to believe her
father is dead. In a town teeming with
corruption, prejudice and blackmail,
Eliza learns that the truth can cost more
than pearls, and she must decide just
how much she is willing to pay…
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The author uses diary extracts interspersed with the narrative. What do
you think of this stylistically? Does it add to or interrupt the story? 

Class and race are a recurring theme throughout Moonlight and the
Pearler’s Daughter. Discuss how Bannin Bay must have felt to its
residents, with people from all over the world living there.

How is authority and police brutality dealt with in the novel? 

Eliza Brightwell is headstrong and determined, the daughter of a
successful pearler. Min, Eliza’s best friend, is forced to work as a
prostitute due to her circumstances. Discuss what it would have been
like to be a woman in the late 19th century.

Pearling was the fourth largest export in Australia in the 1800s. Discuss
it as an industry. What were the dangers? How did you feel to read that
pregnant women were popular divers?

Moonlight and the Pearler’s Daughter is also a mystery at heart. How
effectively does the author reveal the clues to Charles Brightwell’s
disappearance?
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DISCUSSION POINTS

Historia Magazine Feature: The Bloody History of Pearls

National Geographic: Notes from an author: Lizzie Pook on Western Australia's
intriguing pearl-diving heritage

Escape Australia: Lizzie Pook has travelled the world, but Western Australia inspired
her most

The New York Times Book Review: The Pearl Rush

USEFUL LINKS

You can follow Lizzie on Instagram
@lizziepook and twitter @lizziepook.
You can also find the latest news on
her website www.lizziepook.com 
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